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About This Game

Immortal Empire is a multiplayer tactics role playing game. Control a party of up to 5 immortals as you travel through a
unique fantasy world, using spells and strategy to defeat your enemies.

Features

Play co-op with your friends, or destroy them in versus mode.

Unravel a mysterious storyline complete with fully voiced characters in the campaign.

Use automated matchmaking to compete in the PvP ladder.

Participate in official tournaments and win rewards.

Choose between 13 unique immortals, level up, collect loot, enchant your gear to fully customise your party.

Your dialog choices matter, the way you behave may form relationships or grant powerful character attibutes.

Try the challenging co-op Gauntlet mode where you must work together with other players to defeat enemy waves of
increasing difficulty.
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Use strategy and synergize spells to defeat challenging bosses.
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Title: Immortal Empire
Genre: Free to Play, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Tactic Studios Inc.
Publisher:
Tactic Studios Inc.
Release Date: 3 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GTX 650 (1GB memory)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 768 MB available space

English
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if you're bored,play this game.

if you want to play a game with your friends,play this game.

if you want to stop playing games well.... give this game a try.. Good game; its free to check out.
So go ahead and do it!. This Game Legit Was Worse Then The Day I Got♥♥♥♥♥♥♥Over By Obama And ISIS
. This game is, Honestly, Great. Even in it's early stages on other websites such as Konggregate, the game was always some fun!
Even though I could never stay into the game, I don't think that was a problem with the game. Even though this game holds
many bugs and little kinks that need to be learned around in it's current state, I'm pleased the creator chose to keep the game on
the free to play path as it orginally was. Keep on devolping and turn this game into what it deserves to be.. cool simple game. i
like it but somehow its.....mhhhh
+audio
. the images keep on flashing
. I've played a few hours of this and I'm just going to list off issues I had with the game and stuff I found interesting, to be
generous. I'm a big fan, of RPGs and I don't mind slow-paced games, so with the inevitable countless downvotes of *a* negative
review, I'd like some feedback at the very least. I'd also like to point out that I don't necessarily hate the game, especially since it
seems like it's a fully functional game but is still being tweaked and updated.

First off, the combat/gameplay, the most important part. It's a basic RPG with action points required for movement, basic
attacks, and skills/spells. Simple, so there's not a lot to explain but of course it's a bit too simple as from what I saw and
experienced out of the basic free characters, a lot of the stuff is either useless in most cases (such as buffs, and I will explain
why in a bit) or situational but will never be drastically required ( demobilitization, for example, and I'll explain that in a bit too
). A lot of the skills/spells are simply a hindrance at lower levels (you have to level up skills and there's naturally a level
requirement for each "stage" of a skill) and simply isn't worth it unless it is, well, worth it. The Valkyrie's dagger ability, for
example, is pathetically weak and honestly not worth getting EVER. Now, the gameplay works using time units aka action
points, which means stuff like demobilitization(stun, slow, etc.) naturally will remove action points upon the afflicted's turn, and
not simply stop them from playing that turn. Why is this an issue, as I am trying to imply? Well, let's talk about how enemies act
in this game. First off, groups. Always a group. This means if you pull a single enemy(let's assume you only see this one enemy),
the whole group will follow. That's pretty ♥♥♥♥♥♥, especially if you can't SEE the rest of the enemies and considering the
restriction of action points, you'll either end your turn in a situation where you'll get attack first or you'll try to run away and,
chances are, you'll get attack first because - Oh, wait, I didn't mention this, did I? Enemies have drastically more AP than you,
for example the spiders you encounter in the desert, area #2. Beautiful. If you're following my line of thinking, this means they
attack more than you. Now, here's the obscure part that is overlooked in RPGs and the AI that controls the enemies - They will
go for a SINGLE enemy and gang up on that single enemy until you either pull their attention (assuming there is such a skill or
spell, I'm not entirely sure) or you kill them which is, well, unlikely since even the spiders are pretty beefy in this game. So,
imagine this. You pull a group. A bunch of spiders rush to your party and... The first person attacked loses approx 50-75% of
their health on the first turn. How do you feel? Well, not happy of course. It's something that ruined Neverwinter nights for me,
as well as Baldur's Gate where the enemies would goose-chase your party members regardless of who it is. It's the lack of taunt-
like skills but it's mixed in with a disgustingly high DPS caused by 5-ish enemies attacking a single party member, and that
really stacks up. Now for the left overs. You lose gold everytime a party member dies, albeit the gold is, AFAIK, only used for
buying equipment in the shop. They also never die permanently but they respawn after a few turns (it varies, it seems, as I've
had 1 turn AND 2 turns for the same person on the same map, indefinitely) but they respawn at "spires" aka beginning of the
map/spawn area, which will almost always be a far distance away unless you are getting destroyed on your first fight on a map,
which is very plausible. Now, something I REALLY want to talk about is the bosses. The bosses are *absolute grindfests*. It's
like making a mining simulator and it takes like 30 minutes to mine one rock. A boss that is specific to mention is the Wyrm(or
whatever it is, but it's model is the 3-headed snake, previously seen to be used for a Wyrm enemy) which not only has a good
1500-ish HP on normal, but also has life-steal (was healing about 200 per turn for me). There's other bosses like this, like a
manticore that you have to fight that is in the area after Beefy the SnakeEater aka BeefWyrm, that has about double the HP and
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somehow feels like it is the *exact same thing* except he's able to buff himself to take less damage and attack faster. REALLY
has to be nerfed or at the very least, changed. That being said, HP, AP, and DMG definitely has to be adjusted to not feel like
dark souls level of difficulty, especially on normal, which is the lowest difficulty. Also, the game is REALLY grindy.

How levelling works in this game is that your "summoner" or "main immortal" levels up and you distribute skill points among
skill between your immortals, 1 per level, meaning your immortals don't get individual points.

The story is, sadly, pretty interesting. Basically, you start off in the game as a an "immortal", one that has been tied to someone
else's being, perhaps soul. If they die, you lose your immortality. Interesting idea. Sadly, the dialogue feature(talking to people,
making choices that give you misc. bonuses and apparently there is some romance in the game, of both genders too!) happens
only when you beat a mission, so it's infrequent considering how long it takes to beat each map, generally speaking, about 20
minutes, depending on your pacing.

So, I mentioned that there are free characters earlier. The 5 free characters are the Dryad, the Valkyrie, the Paladin, the
Priestess, and the Druid. Pretty self-explanatory classes except the Valkyrie is agility-based as well as the Dryad(it's like a
centuar-thing) and the Druid is strength-based, so that's a bit odd. The non-free characters are the Ivory Sentinel, the Beserker,
the Pheonix Mage, the Summoner, the Tigress(like a Khajiit ranger, basically), the Inquisitor, the Treant, and the Banewitch.
Now, don't fret. The currency used for the in-game store("Radiance") is acquirable by completely achievements and challenges,
as well as daily quests, so you can earn the Radiance as a F2P model but it takes a while. In a few days of playing, I only got
about 250-ish.

The music is nothing special. It's mostly atmospheric / "just there" so I'm not going to touch on it that much. The least I'll say is
that it's better than nothing but I never noticed anything specifically intriguing.

The graphics are... Well, I'm not sure what they're called but they aren't eye-hurting. Great amount of detail put into the models
and maps.

So, one thing I also wanted to point out is that there IS co-op/multiplayer for every level that I had played up until. That being
said, I wanted to play alone and loot(and presumably XP) obtained by other players isn't shared with you, or it doesn't show up
and so isn't something that will be noticed. The game seems like it's best played with others, so that you can overwhelm the
enemies on a map but then... Why have a singleplayer at all if the odds are stacked in the first place?

That's pretty much the majority of what I have to say. Is the game bad? No. It's just not very polished at the time of this me
writing this review. I put in a fair amount of time to get past the first area of the game and get into the "real challenge" part of
the game, albeit the obligatory tutorial area of the game (I'd say the first 4 levels being increasingly worse) did get annoying
easily. I won't suggest this game because there are many flaws that apply to anyone who isn't a raging "game expert" that
coincidentally knows EXACTLY how to play this game. Not worth the trouble for me, especially since I get VERY angry at
games that have ridiculous situations as well as punishments ontop of it to add insult to injury. No one wants to waste their time
playing against ridiculous odds only to die over and over. It gets tedious and monotonous.. Fun, and good strategy. I got a bit
bored after awhile, but the story is engaging enough to continue on.
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I played for two hours hoping it would get more fun; it didn't. It is free though, so perhaps giving it more time would open up
something interesting, but I'll leave that up to someone else.. It pretty good, you can play without much issues and the game has
none so far. I liked it because it was interesting and create your own party without having find people to party up with? Yeah
good system.

gameplay is not boring, its not tiresome just has interesting storyline and easy to follow.

But not too demanding which is also good. You can stop at anytime. Which also good thing. Voice acting is pretty
good...characters are good in way that seems they made from either real people or computer generated models I am not certain
myself.

Tutorials is about stone golems and immortality finishing it you can then go free on any quest from what I get logic from it.
I am not quite finished with it because I had stop and take break...I might update it later.. Sewer slime, even some alphas are
nicer. such a sweet game its so much better then the new shadowrun game i love it cause you cant auto to lvl 255 or somethin
like other games makes it last longer and doesnt run out of stuff you can do, good battle mechanics and kinda like warcraft the
earlier versions for the pc, like having extra levels lol.. It reminds me of league of legends in that you can play the whole game
free if you grind out 1 million RP over the course of 20 years, but paying to unlock champs (immortals) is probably what youll
end up doing after you play the game and grow to like it.

Dunno much about the community of this game, i play only with friends, but so far we love it. very simple and effective take on
a tactical RPG game, fun with friends, probably boring alone. has a little bit of a phone app game feel the way almost everything
asks you to put real life money towards it, though.

If some of the GUI was done differently it wouldn't feel so... sleazy? Something. like how DOTA totally asks you for money but
doesn't do it CONSTANTLY. this game doesn't have that. it feels... a little cramped the way they put up real life cash options
everywhere.

Anyways, aside from that I love it. I'm a huge fan of turn based strategy games and have never seen one done quite the way they
did this. It's not exactly fully turn based in that everyone takes a turn at the same time on one team, then the other team. The
limits are action points, called "time" in this game. you can only take so many actions/moves in your turn, though they may
happen simultaneously and your friend might take the position you wanted.

Overall I'd give it a solid 9.25/10 simply because i love the simplicity and execution of a game i can easily play with a friend and
still feel like it's a tactical genre. That rating is only for the lovers of tactics games, btw. As far as objective game I'd say closer
to 6.25/10 but worth a try regardless because it's free. Again: free in the same way league of legends is. all the good stuff costs a
bit of cash or a LOT of grind.

Still recommend it regardless! Can't beat free and it's fun. :)
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